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Ahtrucr: The space of lines in W3 can be viewed as a four dimensional homogeneous space of the group 
of Euclidean motions. E(3). Line congruences arise in the classical method of transforming one surface 
to another by lines. These transformations are particularly interesting if some geometric property of the 
original surface is preserved. Line congruences, then, are two parameter families of lines and can be studied 
as surfaces in the space of lines. In this paper, we use the method of moving frames to study line congruences. 
We calculate the first order invariants of line congruences for which there are two real focal surfaces. and give 
the geometric meaning of these invariants. We look specifically at the case where the two first order invariants 
are constant and give a simple proof of Backlund’s Theorem which relates to the transformation of one 
pseudospherical surface, a surface of constant negative Gaussian curvature, to another. These transformations 
are of interest since pseudospherical surfaces correspond to solutions to the sine-Gordon equation. We also 
give a proof of Bianchi’s permutability theorem for pseudospherical surfaces in this context. Finally. we use 
the results of these theorems to generate some pseudospherical surfaces. All of these concepts and results 
are understood in terms of the structure equations of the line congruence. 
Keyvnrds: Line congruences, Backlund transformation. sine-Gordon equation. moving frames, structure 
equations. pet-mutability. 
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0. Introduction 
Line congruences can be viewed as surfaces in the four dimensional space of lines, a homo- 
geneous space of the group of Euclidean motions in R”. Using the method of moving frames. 
we calculate first order invariants for line congruences with two real focal surfaces. 
In Section 1, we give some background and classical theorems that motivate the study of 
line congruences. In Section 2, we introduce the space of lines as a homogeneous pace of the 
Euclidean group and do the frame construction. We calculate the Hurst order frames and find 
there are two invariants. We give the geometric meaning of the two invariants and a couple of 
examples. In Section 3, we discuss the main results relating to pseudospherical congruences. 
These are cases when the first order invariants are constant. We give a new proof of Backlund’s 
Theorem and characterize all line congruences which have a degenerate focal locus. We also 
give a new proof of the Bianchi Per-mutability Theorem in terms of line congruences. In Sec- 
tion 4. we calculate an explicit Backlund vector field on the pseudosphere and use the Bianchi 
Permutability Theorem to generate two new pseudospherical surfaces. In Section 5, we use 
Mathematics to draw the surfaces calculated in Sections 3 and 4. 
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By a theorem of Hilbert, a complete hyperbolic plane cannot be isometrically immersed in 
R3. In other words, a pseudospherical surface must develop a singularity. The pseudospherical 
congruences, however, do not in general develop singularities. Thus, concentration of atten- 
tion on the line congruence has important implications for the study of global properties of 
pseudospherical surfaces. 
Special thanks go to Emilio Musso who brought the natural metric on the space of line to 
my attention and to Gary Jensen for helpful discussion on many parts of this paper. 
1. Background 
It has long been known that surfaces of constant negative Gaussian curvature correspond to 
solutions of the sine-Gordon equation (SGE), a non-linear partial differential equation in the 
family of soliton equations. 
Definition 1.1. A surface of constant negative Gaussian curvature is called a pseudospherical 
surface. 
Studies of pseudospherical surfaces were conducted in the mid to late 1800’s by Enneper, 
Beltrami, Dini, Kuen, Backlund, Bianchi and others [3,9,16]. 
The SGE has a couple of forms. This form of the SGE, 
(2~)~~ = sin2v 
is perhaps the easiest form to see the geometric interpretation. Here, the function 2q(x, t) is 
the angle between the asymptotic directions of a pseudospherical surface where x and t are 
parameters in the asymptotic directions. The geometric interpretation of x and t in terms of 
the first fundamental form of the surface s(x, t) is ds2 = dx2 + 2 cos 2p dx dt + dt2. A proof 
of the correspondence of pseudospherical surfaces to solutions of the SGE may be found in 
[3,6,151. 
1.1. Classical theorems related to pseudospherical surfaces 
Around 1875, Backlund and Bianchi published proofs of several theorems that relate to the 
transformation of pseudospherical surfaces, and that can be used to generate new pseudospher- 
ical surfaces from known ones [ 1,2]. 
Theorem 1.2. (Backlund, 1875) Let M and M* be two sufaces in R3 with a one-to-one 
correspondence between p E M and p” E M* such that 
1. the line joining p and p* is tangent to M and M* at p and p* respectively, 
2. the distance r between p and p* and the angle 19 between the corresponding normals to 
the sur$aces M and M* at p and p* is constant. 
Then both M and M* are pseudospherical sur$aces with Gaussian curvature 
sin2 0 
K=---- 
r2 ’ 
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Theorem 1.3 (Integrability). Suppose M is a pseudospherical sugace with K = - (sin2 G)/ r ’ 
where r > 0 and i3 are constants. Given any point po E M and pz in space (such that the line 
joining pX and p() is tangent to M at PO, but not in a principal direction, there exists a unique 
surfirce M* tangent o the above line at pt which sati.$es the conditions ofBiicklund’s theorem. 
Proofs of these theorems using the method of moving frames on the focal surfaces (or their 
Legendre lifts to the unit tangent bundles) in Euclidean space may be found in [ 31 and [S 1. 
Another theorem which describes a way to generate another pseudospherical surface from two 
known ones is the Bianchi permutability theorem. This is a theorem of Bianchi 121 as stated by 
Ei\enhart [ 10, pp. 286-2881. 
Theorem 1.4 (Bianchi Permutability). If a pseudospherical surface M has two Biicklund 
trLrrzs~)rnzatiolls M’ and M’ with constants (rl, HI) and (rz, Hz) respectively, then there is 
another .su&ce M* ushich is a transformation of M’ and M’ with constants (rz. 02) arid 
(r , 01 ) respectivef!. 
These theorems have generally been studied using the method of moving frames developed 
by Darboux [7]. But the method generally has been to use the Maurer-Cartan forms and 
structure equations of the Euclidean group of motions restricted to the focal surfaces in iw”. 
Surface transformations such as the Bticklund transformation also have been studied in the 
classical differential geometry method using the partial derivatives of the parametrizations 
used (see 191 and [IO]). These methods lead to some fairly long calculations. The moving frame 
method applied to the congruence has simplified these calculations considerably and claritied 
the geometry of the calculations. Concentration on the congruence itself, rather than on the focal 
loci. has removed all problems arising from singularities on the focal loci. The congruences 
studied here never develop singularities. 
2. Frame construction 
2. !. The Euclidean group 
Let E(3) be the group of Euclidean motions in I!@. Represent E(3) G! I@ x SO(3) so that 
a typical element in E(3), call it (x, A), is a point x E Iw-’ and an oriented orthonormal set of 
vectors (e, , ez, ei) represented by the columns of a matrix A. The group operation in E(3) is 
(s, A) . (.Y. B) = (x + Ay, AB). 
The inverse of (.x. A) is 
(.u. ,4)-l = (-A-lx. A-‘). 
The associated Lie algebra of the Lie group E(3) is e(3) = ((x. X) : x E Iw’. X E o(3)). 
The Lie bracket in e(3) is [(x, X), (J, Y)] = (Xy - Yx, [X, Y]). The adjoint action of E(3) on 
e(3) is 
Ad(cc, A)(x. X) = (Ax - AXAPia. AXA-‘). 
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The Maurer-Cartan forms of E(3) are 8” and wi., for 1 < i, j, k, < 3, given by 
dx = ~8’ei, dei = Cm!ej. 
i j 
The structure equations of E(3) are 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
When there is an immersed surface in IR3 these are the classical structure equations of 
Darboux for the surface. 
2.2. Space of lines 
Any line in R3 can be represented as x + te’ where x E IR3, e’ is some unit vector in IR” and t 
ranges over IR. In this way each point (x, 2) E R” x S* determines a line in R3. We define an 
equivalence relation - on R” x S* by (X , 2) - (y , ;) if and only if (X , z) and (y , i$ determine 
the same line; that means there is some t E JR, such that y = x + te’ and ; = &Z. Let [x, e] 
denote the equivalence class containing (x, 2) E R” x S*. 
Definition 2.1. Let L = ([x, e] : [x, e] E IR3 x S2/-}. Let L have the quotient topology. Call 
L the space of lines in JR”. 
Let E(3) act on R’ x S2 as follows 
E(3) x (R” x S2) -+ R3 x S*, 
(a, A) . (x, 2) F+ (a + Ax, AZ). 
This action respects the equivalence relation - and therefore E(3) acts on L. The action 
of E(3) on ,& is also transitive. Thus L is a homogeneous space of the Lie group E(3) and 
consequently it acquires a Cx structure. 
Choose 0 = [0, E,] as the origin of C, where (~1, ~2, ~3) is the standard basis of R”. The 
isotropy subgroup of E(3) at 0 is 
W)o=((lcl.(; ;)) : t E IR, B E O(2), 6 = det B 
For ease of notation, let Ga = E(3)a. Then Go is a closed Lie subgroup of E(3) and the map 
n : E(3)/Go + L is a homeomorphism by means of which C acquires the Cc0 structure of 
E(3)/ Go. Thus L is a Cm manifold and the dim C = dim E(3) - dim Ga = 6 - 2 = 4. Note 
also that Ga is not compact. 
The Lie algebra of Go is the following subalgebra of e(3) 
Let m. be the Ad(Go)-invariant complementary suhspace to ~0 in e(3) 
e(3) = g0 Cl3 m0. 
The Maurer-Cartan form on e(3) is the left-invariant e(3)-valued one form 
(2.3‘1 
on e( 3). We may use the same decomposition as in (2.3) above for these Maurer-Cartan forms on 
F(3). 
OJ = COO,, + U,,, = 
i?..?. Frww c’onstr~rction 
Definition 2.2. A line congruence is a smoothly immersed surface in L. 
Let M be a surface and let ,f : M -+ L. be a smooth immersion. Let n : E(3) + S be the 
projection by which rr(x, e) = [x, et] where in [x, et], e1 is the vector represented by the first 
column of the matrix e. 
Definition 2.3. A smoothfrume$eld along .f’ is a smooth map (x, c) : U + E(3 1, for some 
I~rpen subset I/ 5 M, such that n(x, e) = [x, rt ] = ,f. 
‘This smooth frame field is also called a zeroth order frame. 
Given that f is an immersion, then f* has rank 2 on all of U, and thus (x. P), has rank 2 
\mce ,f’ = X(X, e), and thus the dual of (x, P),, (x, e)*, has rank 4 - 2 = 2. The forms H’. 
f)-‘. c~f. and O$ are a dual basis for L. Thus, the pull back of these four forms will give four 
one-forms on U related by two independent linear equations. 
Any other smooth frame field along f on II is given by 
(.U, r) = (X. e)k, (2.4) 
where 
k=(%,.( (fi, ; )):ud”. 
Pull o,,, back with (x, e) and (X, 2) = (x. e)k to get 
( ;f ) = @( 1; ) . ( ;: ) = B-'(( ;: ) +t( ;; )). (2.5) 
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If (x, e) is a frame field along f, then wf ,of, 02, O3 is the dual coframe field on U. 
Proposition 2.4. The symmetric bilinearfonn ds2 de$ned on L for a frame$eld (x, e) by 
ds2 = ( 
is globally dejined up to sign, independent of choice of (x, e) and is a semi-Riemannian metric 
on L of signature (2, 2). Here J = (-7 i). 
Proof. If (2, e”) = (x, e)k as above, then by (2.5) 
(w: 0; )J =qw: 0~; )B JB-I (( :Z)+t( w”j‘)). (2.6) 
Now, B J B-’ = (det B) J for any B E O(2) and 
so (2.6) becomes 
=s(detB)(oT wf)J . 0 
We have to use proper Euclidean motions if we want ds2 preserved by E(3). 
Let f : A4 + L be an immersion of the surface M. Then f *ds2 is a semi-Riemannian 
metric on the surface M. The signature of f *ds2 at a point can be (1, l), (2,0), (0,2), (1,O) 
or null. We shall see that we are interested in those for which the signature of f*ds” is (1, I), 
as these are precisely the congruences possessing two real focal loci. 
Recall, Zi = Se1 , and the map 6 : M -+ lRP2 defined in terms of any frame field (x, e) by 
6 = [ei] is well defined. 
Definition 2.5. The map c is called the spherical representation of f. 
Assumption 1. The spherical representation off has rank 2 at every point of M. 
From equation (2.5), L;): A 6: = S2 det Bwf A o; = Sw~ A o: for local frame fields (x, e) 
and (X, Z) on L. Thus the 2-form w: A I$ is defined up to sign on C. Then Assumption 1 is 
f *w; A 0; # 0. 
If (x, e) is a local frame field along f, then de, = wfe2 + w:e,, so [el] has rank 2 if and 
only if wi A wf + 0 at every point of U 5 M. Therefore uy and of is a coframe field on 174. 
Consequently we can write 8’ and d3 as linear combinations of wf and wf, 
(ii)=x( w”f) (2.7) 
for some X = (xl) : U + R2x2, a smooth map. Notice that X need not be symmetric. 
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For any other frame (X, Z) we have 2 defined in the same way. If (X, 2) is related to (x, e) 
by (2.4), then 
jY = GB-‘XB + Stl. (2.8) 
Assumption 2. X has distinct real eigenvalues at every point. 
Proposition 2.6. Given Assumption 1, then Assumption 2 holds if and only {f ,f *d.s’ has 
si,qnature (1 , 1) at every point. 
Proof. Let (x, e) be a local frame field along f’ = Ix, ei]. Then by (2.7) with 
we can write in symmetric form, 
Lt:t 
D = det 
;tx; - x;) 
-x_; > 
= detX -(i trX)‘. 
Then ,f*ds2 has signature (1, 1) if and only if D < 0. Now, X has distinct real eigenvalues if 
and only if det(X -AZ) has positive discriminant, i.e., ($ (tr X))’ -det X > 0. This is equivalent 
to the above condition that f*ds’ has signature (1, 1). 0 
Definition 2.7. The frame field (x, e) is afirst orderframejield along ,f if 
x= a h ( 1 00’ a 2 0. (2.9) 
Proposition 2.8. If ,f : M + L satisjies Assumptions 1 and 2, then jbr each point of M, there 
exists a first orderframejield on some open set containing the point. 
Proof. Let (x, e) : U + E(3) be a frame field along f. We need to show that we can smoothly 
choose B and t in (2.8) so that X satisfies (2.9). Since X has distinct real eigenvalues. it has 
a smooth unit eigenvector yi on U. Then Xyl = hyr. Let B have first column ~1 and second 
column ~2, a smooth unit vector with y1 I ~2. Then B : U + O(2) is smooth, and at each 
point of U, 
Then by choice oft = -ST, we can make 
Y=(; ‘:I+(; ,:)-(a ;I. 
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Therefore, the eigenvalues of 2 are a and 0, with a # 0 since x” has distinct eigenvalues by 
Assumption 2. We can insure a > 0 by choosing B = ( Ph y) if necessary. Then 
For a first order frame, f*ds2 = -(am: + bwT)wf . Let Gi be the isotropy subgroup of Go 
atX = (a:). In other words, 
(t, B) E Go : 6B-’ (; ;)B+atI=( “0 ;)I. 
This calculation gives 
and I = -a; or B = fl and t = 0 
where r2 = a2 + b2. 
If (x, e) is first order, any other first order frame on U is given by 
(X, e”) = (x, e)k 
where k : U -+ G1 is a smooth map. Thus 
“=(o.( i *Y)) 
or 
-el, (-be2 + a~, a62 + bc3) 
(2.10) 
(2. I 1) 
in which case X = x or X = x - aq, respectively. 
Definition 2.9. Thefocal locus or envelope of f : A4 + L is 
{x(p) E JR3 : p E A4 and (x, e) is any first order frame field at p } . 
Note first, if p E M, and (x, e) is a first order frame then x(p) and x(p) - a(p)el (p) are 
the points of the focal locus at p. 
Note second, if (x, e) is first order on U 5 M, then x(U) C focal locus, and (x - ael )(U) s 
focal locus. 
There are four first order frames along f, two for each focal locus, which differ by the 
direction of the normals to the focal loci. 
Definition 2.10. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, a and b are the$rst order invariants of f, where 
a > 0, b : A4 + R are smooth functions. 
Note, if (x, e) is any frame field along f, giving X, then 
X- *X=b 
Example 2.11. Let x : M -+ IR3 be an immersion and let G be a unit vector field along x. Then 
f’ = [s. i] : M + L is a line congruence. Specifically, suppose G is the unit normal along .Y. 
Then f’ = [x, G] is called a normal congruence in the classical literature. 
Proposition 2.12. A congruence is normal if and only ifb = 0 on M. 
Proof. Let (x, e) : U -+ E(3) be a zeroth order frame held along ,f. Then ds = H’e, +H’r? + 
0.‘~. Any other surface in the congruence may be written as x’ = .r + fel where t : U + R. 
Using the structure equations we have 
rfx’ = d(x + re,) = dx + dt e, + r cir, 
= H’e, + Cf’e2 + 19%~ + dt el + t(w;e2 + c&f 
= (8’ + dr)e, + (0’ + t o;)e2 + (Q-’ + to&q. 
The hypothesis that x’ I e) means that (dx’. el ) = 0 on U, which from the above calculation 
gives 
H’ +dt = 0. (2.12) 
Differentiating (2.12) gives d0 ’ = 0, and from the structure equations (2.1) and (2.2) we have 
on U, dH’ = o$ A 8’ + o.$ A 0” = 0. This is equivalent to the condition ‘X = X which can 
only happen if b = 0. 0 
Example 2.13. Suppose v’ is tangent o x. Choose a frame field (x, e) along f’ = [_r, G] such 
that t’t = G and ~3 I dx. Thus, G3 = 0 and if Assumption 1 holds, then 
(:t)=( ;t)=x( $). 
Therefore 
Xx($ ;‘). 
We see that (x. e) is a tirst order frame field along f : A4 + R’ and x is one of the focal 
loci. In general, we observe that a congruence is not normal. 
2.4. The classical meaning of the focal locus 
Suppose .f’ : M + L is a line congruence and (x. e) is a first order frame held along j’ on 
C’ C M. open. If o (f) is a smooth curve in U, then the curve .f co (f) in C is a ruled surfk~e, one 
parameter family of lines in R’. Namely, f o o(t) = [.x(0(f). er (a(t))] is the ruled surface 
?‘=‘(t..r)=x~o(t)+s.e~oa(t)=x+srl. (2.13) 
A ruled surface is developable if the unit normal to y along a generator line (t = constant) is 
constant. Now, 
(1~ = (H’(a)el + @(6>e2) dt + ds el + s(w:(ri)e2 + of(ir)e3) dz 
= (@‘(ci)dt + ds)el + ((e*(6) + SO,~(&))P, + s w;?(ci)e3) dt. 
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Therefore, 
yt = B’(trh + (e2(cr> + sw3c+))e2 + s W;(cj)pj, 
Ys = e1. 
And so, the normal to y is yS x JQ = (G2(S) + sLL):(k))e3 - s ~:(ti)ez does not depend on s if 
and only if 
e2(a) + s &ci) = 0 = a$(&) vs. 
But 13~(6.) = awT(ck) + bo:(6). Therefore, y is developable if and only if 
(a(t) + s>w@) + b(t)w$+) = 0 = 0; 
and its edge of regression is characterized by 0 = yS x y, which has solutions 
(i) s =Oande2(0) =O,or 
(ii) a + s = 0 and w:(6) = 0. 
We have proved the following propositon. 
Proposition 2.14. Let (x, e) : U + E(3) be a$rst orderframejeld along f : M + L. Then 
a curve o(t) in U dejnes a developable surface (2.13) if and only if CF is an integral curve 
ofQ 2=Oorofo - , y 0 In the former case, the edge of regression is x(a (t)), while in the 
latter case the edge of regression is x (a (t)) - a(o(t))e, (a (t)). Hence, the loci of the edges of 
regression are the two focal loci x(U) and (x - ael)(U). 
We now have the following geometric interpretation of the invariants a and 6. Let (x, e) be 
a first order frame field along f and consider a change of first order frame field of the type 
where E = f 1. Then 2 = x - ael and the focal points of a given point of it4 are given by x 
and ,. Thus, the distance between them is a. The normal vectors to x and X are e3 and 
23 = J$&(aez + k), 
respectively. If Q is the angle between es and 2s at a point p E M, then 
2.5. Structure equations 
Let f : A4 -+ L be a line congruence and let (x, e) be a first order frame along f on U E A4 
with wi A CUT # 0. Then 
e3 = 0, Q2 = aw: + ho: 
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with LJ, h invariants and a > 0. Set 0; = uw: + VW:. Then 
8’=(bu-av)w:+(a2-b,-a*-hv)oi’. 
U2 + v2 - u2 + V] + 1 = 0, 
(q - h, - al.4 - bu), + (au - bU)Z 
= h + 2lJU7J + b(V* - U”) + V(h, - U2). 
ho; = Llwf A o$ 
dw; = vco; A CL& 
If we make the change of frames in equation (2.10) we get 
ii = -u, 
5 = --2’, 
& = -cl; for i = I, 2, 
Oi = -h; for i = 1, 2. 
If we make the change of frames in equation (2.1 I) we get 
e’ =da-H’, 
e* = Giro;, 
ii = &zU - bLl)r2 + bsll + u2b2 - ab(b, + U?)]. 
r3 
5 = ‘,(UJA + bV)? + a%‘, - f7”U~ + Ub(b? - N,)], 
2 
b 
0; = -co,3 + ,du - ,2 a db, 
r- 
6 
2, = -(ha, - uu2), 
r 
6 
zi2 = -(-au, - bu2), 
r 
where r = Jm and 6 = fl. 
b, = $bb, -U/IQ), 
r 
ji2 = $ub, - bbz). 
r 
Remark. Suppose that x : I/ -+ IR’ is a focal locus. Then dx = G1el + H’Q implies 
that (x, P) is a first order frame field along x if x is a surface. It is a surface if and only if 
((r2 + b2)u + u(bl - ~22) # 0. Then its Levi-Civita connection form is W: so dw? = KH’ A H’, 
where K is the Gaussian curvature of x(M). By the structure equations, dwi = co; A co?. 
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Proposition 2.15. Given a line congruence withjrst orderframe (x, e), the Gaussian curva- 
tures at the regular points of the two focal surfaces x and X = x - ael are 
K, = 
-U -ii 
u(a* + 6’) + a(b, - a2) ’ 
K., = 
U(a2 + b2) + a(bl - 62) ’ 
Proof. This follows from the above remark and the structure equations. 0 
3. Pseudospherical congruences 
Definition 3.1. f : M -+ L is a pseudospherical congruence if a > 0, b are constant. 
Let (x, e) be a first order frame field’along f on U & M. Now, the structure equations in 
Section 2.5 become, since al = a:! = bl = 62 = 0 
o3 = 0, 82 = sot + bw:, w; = uw; + vii? 13 
where dwf = uof A a$, dw: = voy A w:, 
8’ = (bu - av)wf + (-au - bv)wf, 
u* + v* - cl2 + VI + I = 0, 
-au] - bvl + av2 - bu2 = b + 2auv + b(v* - u2). 
The focal surface x : U --+ Et” is regular if and only if u # 0. At a regular point, its Gaussian 
curvature is K = - l/(a2 + b2), a negative constant, and hence, the name pseudospherical. 
Without loss of generality, we assume a2 + b* = 1, a > 0. We also assume M is oriented 
and we use only oriented frames where w: A o: > 0. Then the other first order frame field is 
(X, Z) = (x - ael, (-el, -be2 + ae3, aez + be3)) 
and the other focal surface is X = x - ael, where the curvature at any regular point is K = 
-l/(a2 + b2) = -1. 
Recall that for the first order frame (x, e) the metric on M induced by f is w:Q3 - ~$8~ = 
-a$(ao: + bw:). Now consider x : U -+ R”. Its induced metric is 
ds2=dx.dx=8’81+0282. 
Its second fundamental form is 
For the other focal surface .Z : U -+ IF!” given by (.?, 2) we have 
6’ = -#I, 
$2 = C&T, 
~5: = bwf - aof, 0; = -awf - bo:, L;); zz -a$, 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
U = au - bu, V = au + bv. 
Its second fundamental form is 
This proportionality of second fundamental forms of the focal surfaces shows that the asymptotic 
curves correspond. 
The geometric interpretation of a and b with respect to the focal surfaces x : I/ + IR-’ and 
.? : II + R” of a pseudospherical congruence ,f‘ : M + L where .F = x - clel is this. The 
distancebetween.wandxateverypointisa = lx-.iI.Theline.u(p)+trl(p) = [.~(p)~r,(p)l 
is tangent o s and .? since el = -2,. The normals to x and .U are pi(p) and hi(p), respectively. 
where 3; = UQ + bej, and therefore 13 . 23 = b = COSQI, where cy the angle between thr 
normals. We call t’l a Biicklund vector~field along the focal surface x : M + R3. 
Proof. We need to find a first order frame (x. e) along x such that [x, e] = ,f’ is the desired 
congruence. Let ‘D be the Darboux frame bundle, ‘D = {(x, 0) : ~3 I d-r) & E(3). This i!, 
a three dimensional submanifold of E(3), locally isomorphic to M x SO(2). On ‘9, H’ = 0: 
ft’ A H’ A of # 0 at every point, and o; = cf, h;;H’ where h;j = h,,;. Consider the 
2-plane distribution H’ - ao: - bwf = 0 on D. Checking the Frobenius condition we see it 
is completely integrable. Let ,j : S - D be the connected maximal integral surface through 
( l:(p), G. II’, Ed) = cf~~ where w = e?(p) x 1; and e3 is the unit normal giving the orientation. 
The projection 75 : ‘II + M restricts to S as a diffeomorphism on a neighborhood of do. Thi!, 
ih equivalent o the condition that 0’ A 8’ # 0 at every point of S. But this is true because S ha:, 
dimension2andonS.where81=aw~+bo~,wealsohaveo~ = (l/a)(8’-bh,,H’-hh,18’). 
and two of H ’ , H’, mf must be linearly independent at every point of S. 
The image n(S) is a connected open subset of M. 
Themapf‘: S + Ldefinedbyf(x.cJ) = 1. .x, el 1’. 1s a congruence. Checking Assumption I. 
,/ *Wf h crf = -(hll/a)H’r\@#Oifandonlyifhll #O.Weneedh,,(p)#Oandthi:, 
holds if and only if G is not in an asymptotic direction. Checking Assumption 2. ,f.“lis’ =- 
-~ h I I H ‘8’ - II 118’8’ has signature (1, 1) if and only if (0: # H’ if and only if h,, # 0 if and 
only if U is not in an asymptotic direction. 
Hence, there exists a neighborhood of do in S mapped by n diffeomorphically onto a neigh- 
borhood of p E A4 and on which ,f is a pseudospherical congruence with the prescribed initial 
value. 0 
Remark. The classical literature adds the condition that the initial vector ii not be in a principal 
direction. If v’ is principal, then X(p) will be singular. In fact, from equations (3.1 J and (3.2). 
e’PAP(p) =8’ r\w; =o * el is a principal direction for X. 
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Remark. Fix the point p E 44. By varying the constants a > 0 and b such that a2 + b2 = 1, 
we obtain a l-parameter family of pseudospherical congruences with the same initial value 
[x(p), G], all having x(M) as one of the focal surfaces. The other focal surfaces give a l- 
parameter family of first order deformations of any one of then (see Jensen [ 141). 
Namely, if X : M + IIt3 is the other focal surface of one of these congruences, then by 
equations (3.1) and (3.2) with K = -1, the first fundamental form of X, 
is the same for every choice of a > 0 and b. 
Fixing a > 0 and b, we obtain another l-parameter family of pseudospherical congruences 
by varying the initial unit vector j E T,M. 
It is possibie for the focal surface to be degenerate. 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose (x, e) is a$rst orderframe along a pseudospherical congruence. Then 
the focal locus x is a curve if and only if the value of u = 0. Moreover, that curve is a straight 
line. 
Proof. The focal locus x is a curve if and only if dx has rank 1 at every point, and we showed 
earlier that this true if and only if u = 0. The structure equations are then, 
O2 = aw: + bo;, f33 = 0, 
w; = VW;, 8’ = -v(aw; + bw;), 
211 = -(I + v2>, 29 = 0. 
This is a completely integrable system. 
Now,dx = Q2(-vel +e2) andd(-ver +e2) = -vwf(-uer +ez) andthus,x isaline. 0 
The structure equations for a pseudospherical congruence with a degenerate focal surface 
then become 
8’ =atanwdw+btanwwf, 
8* = adw + bo:, 
8” = 0, 
0; = dw, 
04 = -tanwo:. 
The solution to this completely integrable system with initial condition 
er(O, 0) = EI, e2(O, 0) = ~2, e3(0,0) = E3, x(0,0) = 0, 
where (~1, ~2, ~3) is the standard basis of R3 is 
X(X, t) = (at + bt)rl, 
el(t, t) = (~1 cost + ~3 sin t) sech t + ~2 tanh t, 
e2(r, t) = (-cl cost - ~3 sin t) tanh r + t2 sech r, 
e3(t, t) = 41 sint +qcost, 
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where r E IR and (cf. 62, tq) is the standard basis in IR”. The other focal surface then is 
y =x -url,or 
v = --a sech ~(6, cost + ~3 sin t) + [~(t - tanh r) + ht]t2. (3.3) 
for (t, t) E IR’. Call _v(r, 0) the profile curve of J. When b = 0, y(R) is the pseudosphere. 
where the profile curve has been revolved about the Ez-axis. When h # 0, the surface is called 
a Dini surface. It is generated by moving the protile curve along a helix. See Figure 5.1 for a 
rendering of the pseudosphere and Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 for Dini surfaces with u = h = 
i >/Z: II = s, 0 = 4: and a = g, b = &, respectively, all drawn with Mathematics. 
3.1. Bianchi permutubility 
By Backlund’s theorem, any initial tangent direction except an asymptotic direction at some 
point on a pseudospherical surface for any two fixed constants a and b satisfying K = - 1 will 
give a pseudospherical congruence. If we call each pseudospherical congruence a transforma- 
tion of one focal surface to another, then we can describe permutability. The following is a 
restatement of Theorem 1.4 in the language of line congruences. 
Theorem 3.4. Let f, f : M --+ C be pseudospherical congruences withjrst order invariunts 
(a. 6) and (a, h), respectively. Suppose that f and f have a common,focal locus x : M -+ IRS’, 
with second focal loci J, j : M + R”, respectively. Then there exist unique pseudospherical 
congruences g, 2 : M + ,C with$rst order invariants (a, 6) and (a? b), respectively, such that 
g rrnd jj have a common,focal locus z : M + R’, with second.focal oci y and j. respectively. 
Furthermore, z # x if and only if b # b. 
The proof is entirely algebraic and therefore will only be sketched here. First, geometrically 
determine the point z as the unique point on the intersection of planes at y and j determined 
by the unit normal vectors 23 and Es of the congruences at the distance 6 and a from y and j, 
respectively. Define vector fields Ei and El on x and j, respectively, in the direction of c. 
By Backlund’s Theorem 3.2, there is a pseudospherical congruence in this direction with the 
correct invariants. Finally show that the two congruences detined this way are pseudospherical 
congruences with invariants (a. 6) and (a, b) respectively. 
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that (x, e), (x, 2) : M + E(3) arejrst orderframejelds for f and ,f, 
respectively. Switching one of the frame fields, if necessary, we may assume e3 = 23. Then ,for 
each point x there is a unique point z E IR” such that the distance from x - ael to : is a and 
the di.stunce,from x - Gel to z is u, and the point z is on the line of intersection of the tangent 
planes to the .surfac,es at x - ael and x - Gel. 
Proof. At p E M, let cr(p) be the angle between the directions of the two congruences at 
the common surface point x(p). Let (y, 2) and (j, i) be the first order frames with the given 
orientation for the congruences from the second focal loci. The following relationship exists 
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between the SO(3) parts of the first order frames (x, e) and (x, 2). 
c0.s~~ -sina! 0 
(21 22 23 ) = ( el e2 e3 ) . 
From a change of first order frame of the type in equation (2.11) we have 
( 21 22 g3 ) = ( el e2 e3 ) 
(3.4) 
Let v’ be the unit vector in IR3 along the intersection of the planes at y and j determined by 
the normals e”s and &. Since 3 is perpendicular to both 23 and &, let v’ = & x Z3, using the 
change of bases above becomes 
v’=(et e:! es)( ‘yZjssj;ia”) (3.5) 
=(e, e2 i3)( z;~;zJ7. (3.6) 
Now, we want to find t so that for z = x + tv’, I/y - z 11 = ii and Ilj - z II = a. Thus, from 
equation (3.5) we calculate II y - 7.11 
a2 = Ix - ael - (x + tv’)12 = lael + tv’12. 
This is a quadratic equation in t 
Iv’12t2 + 2a(Zbcosa - &)t + a2 - ii2 = 0. 
Using the quadratic formula and simplifying we get the two solutions 
t+ = 
b+b 6-b 
1 +bb+akosa! 
t- zz 
1 - bb -aiicosa’ 
Similarly, from equation (3.6) we calculate I/j - zll = a we find the quadratic in t to be 
@12t? + 2li(Zb - abcosa)t+ ii2 - a2 = 0 
with solutions 
i+ = 
6-b 
t- = -(b + b) 
1 -bb-aiicosa’ 1 +bb+aZcoscr’ 
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These points agree when tp = if, call it simply 
i-b 
t= 
1 - bh -aiicoscr’ 
This gives a unique point z = x + tv’. 
We see also that we get a distinct z # x only when t? # b, since if 6 = b, we get : = x 
because I = 0 and this satisfies the Bianchi permutability condition trivially. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.4 (Sketch). For the remainder of this proof, assume 6 # b. Let z = x +r?, 
with t as calculated in Lemma 3.5. This z is the unique point on the line where the planes detined 
by & and 23 at _v and j, respectively, intersect such that 1.v - z\ = Z and Ij - ,: 1 = a. Define 
a smooth map E = (El. E2, E3) : M + SO(3) by Et = (l/ti)(~ - z), E3 = 23, and 
E: = Ei x El. Let g = [y. El] : M -+ L. Then, since Ej is normal to J and .Y has constant 
negative curvature. K = - 1, g is a pseudospherical congruence along which (y, E) is a first 
order frame. We only need to show that the first order invariants of g are ti and 6. Then we will 
know that z = v - Ir El is the other focal point. If we write C+* = AQ: + BQ; in the first order 
frame for the congruence s, then we need to show that A = ii, and B = 6. By symmetry. we 
can bar everything that has no bar and remove bars from anything with bars and have the same 
set up for the surface f. 
The outline of the remainder of the proof is as follows. We need to calculate do = (4 El + 
G)-)! El and dEl = $2: E2 + 52; E3, so that we can calculate the coefficients on St: and Q; for C-1’. 
To accomplish this we calculate dy and dEl in terms of convenient bases and coframes, then 
do change of bases and coframes according to the rules of linear algebra. 
Stay 1. We construct the rotation of the direction of the line congruence of the first order 
frame (_Y. ?) to the direction of the first order frame (v. E) and we get 
where 
c= 
aG - (1 - bi$cosa! 
1 -hi-aiicosa ’ 
S = ___(I; r b) sin a 
1 --bb-aiicosa’ 
Step 2. We use the first order frame (p, 2) to get tdy = I!?‘.?, + i2&, and the first order frame 
0,. E) to get dy = 0’ El + O* Ez. Then using the change of basis in the first step we can write 
@* = (Su + Ca)&: + (Sv + Cb)iZ;. 
Strp 3. We calculate dE1 using Et from the first step to get fit: and St; in terms of Wf and 
GJ>. Then we can use 0’ in the second step and change coframes to write &f and 6: in terms 
of R: and S$ so we have 
Assumptions 1 and 2 have been met since they were met for the original congruences ,f and 
with the common focal surface x and pseudospherical congruences preserve the asymptotic 
directions and curves of curvature. This completes the proof. 0 
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This gives a completely algebraic way to construct a new pseudospherical surface if we have 
two known ones which have pseudospherical congruences with a common focal surface. In 
Section 4.2 is a calculation of a new pseudospherical surface using this method. 
4. Calculations and examples 
4. I. A Biicklund vector$eld 
We can find an explicit Backlund vector field on the pseudosphere and use it to generate 
another pseudospherical surface. From equation (3.3) with b = 0 and a = 1, let 
X(X, t) = sech 5 cost ~1 + (t - tanh t)~* + sech r sin te3 
be our parametrization of the pseudosphere. Let 
(4.1) 
( ax/at -ax/at (‘l ” e”3 ) = Ilax/atll jla.qatll noma1 > 
be a frame field on the surface. In terms of the fixed frame we have 
( 
- sin t sech t cos t tanh t cos t 
( 21 e”* 23 ) = ( 61 62 E3 ) 0 - tanh t sech r . 
cost sech t sin t tanh t sin t 
A line congruence which is a Bgcklund transform of this surface has a direction at any point x 
that is some rotation of the frame (e”l , ii2,&) about the normal e”3 to the surface by some angle 
cx depending on 5 and t. Let 
i 
cos a! -sina 0 
( el e2 e3 ) = ( 6 22 23 ) sin a! COSQ! 0 . 
0 0 1 1 
Hence (x, e) is a zeroth order frame for this new line congruence. 
Calculating the Maurer-Cartan forms from the structure equations we get 
Q1 = -sinatanhtdr +cosasechtdt, 
o2 = -cosatanhtdt - sinasechtdt, 
6J3 = 0, 
of = - sech t dt + da, 
0: = -sinasechtdt -cosa!tanhtdt, 
~3 = - cos a sech td t + sin Q! tanh T dt. 
The special l-form for the congruence, 6J2 - a of - b w: = 0 becomes 
(-cosa,tanht +bsin(~secht)dt 
+(-sinasecht+asecht+bcosatanht)dt-ada=O. 
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This is a total differential equation. Following the method outlined in Ince [ 12, pp. 52-551, we 
can solve this for the case b = 0, a = I, and with the initial value of el = l 3 at x(0.0) = 
( I, 0.0). We find that 
cosa = sech[ln( E)]. sina = - tanh[ln(zh)]. 
Then, after changing bases, we have 
i 
-cosasint+sincxsechrcosr 
eI=(cl cz 63) - sin cx tanh r 
cos cx cos t + sin UI sech r sin t 
From equation (4.1), our new surface is .v = x - ael which becomes 
J‘(T. t) = ( 6, t, t3 ) 
i 
sechrcos,+sech[in(~)]sinr+tanh[ln(~)]sechrcos~ 
X t - tanht - tanh[ln($)] tanhr 
sechrsini-sech[ln(~)]cosr+tanh[ln(~)]rechrsini 
I! nder the following change of variables 
5 = ln(tan 
we get 
2(sin v - v cos v) sin u 
1 + v2 sin” u 
In tan i + 
( > 
2cosu 
1 + 2 sin’ 11 
2(cos 2’ + ~1 sin v) sin LI ___~ 
_ 1 + v2 sin’ U 
(4.2:) 
which is easily seen to be Kuen’s surface. See Figure 5.6 for a rendering of this surface in 
Mathematics. 
4.2. Bianchi permutability used 
In this subsection we will use the results of the Bianchi Permutability Theorem 3.4 to 
construct two new surfaces. We will take as original congruences, two that have a common 
degenerate focal surface from Section 3. Let’s set up the following notation. Let the two 
- - 
congruences be (x. e) and (x, e) with x = X. Let the equations for the congruence (x, e) with 
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parameters (t, t) E II@ be 
X(X, t) = (as + bt)t,, 
et (5, t) = (tt cost + ~3 sin t) sech t + ~2 tanh t, 
ez(r. t) = (-~1 cost - ~3 sin t) tanh r + ~2 sech t, 
~(5, t) = -61 sin t + ~3 cost, 
and let the equations for the other congruence, (X, 2) with parameters (t, i) be the same as the 
above with bars on everything. We need to find equations for sina and cosa! where a! is the 
angle between er and 21. 
- - - 
We will need to find the relation between (t, t) and (i, i) so that the point x(t, t) = x(t, t) 
and the normal eg(t, t) = &(i, t). Setting es = 23 gives that t = i, and then setting x = X 
gives 
7 = Er + (bt. 
a a 
From equation (3.4) we have that 
cosa! = e] . 2, =sechtsechi+tanhrtanhi, 
and 
et x Zt = sinaes, 
so that 
sin a = sech t tanh i - tanh t sech i. 
The new surface generated will be given by z = x + sv’ where 
b-b 
S= 
1 -bb-aacosa’ 
sech r cos t (Zb cos a - a&) - bG tanh t cos t sin cx + a& sin t sin cy 
X tanh t (Zb cos a - ab) + bli sech r sin cz 
sech t sin t (Zb cos a - ab) - bZ tanh r sin t sin u - aii sin cx cos t 
n = (at + bt)e2. 
Whenwesetb=O,a=l,b=:andG=iweget 
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where 
coscl=sechtsech~(5r--4t)+tanhrtanh~(Ss--4r). 
sina =sechrtanhi(ZI-4t)-tanhtsech$(5s-4t). 
This generates the surface in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. 
In Figures 5.8 and 5.9, we set a = g. b = &, Z = g, and h = &, to show what happens 
when we use two Dini surfaces in the Bianchi permutability theorem. 
Figure 5. I. The pseudosphere is a pseudospherical 
surface of revolution. As shown in Subsection 3, it 
is the focal surface of a normal congruence with a 
degenerate focal surface. It is the surface in equation 
(3.3) with a = I and h = 0. 
Figure 5.2. This Dini Surface is the surface in equa- 
tion (3.3) with a = h = ia. It is not a surface of 
revolution, but is the tracing of a profile curve called 
a tractrix along a helix. 
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Figure 5.3. This Dini Surface is the surface in equa- Figure 5.4. This Dini Surface is the surface in equa- 
tion (3.3) with a = g, b = &. tion (3.3) with a = g, b = &. 
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Figure 5.5. Kuen’s Surface is obtained by finding a normal congruence to 
the Pseudosphere in Figure 5.2 as in Subsection 4. I. This is the surface in 
equation (4.2). 
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Figure 5.6. These first three views are of a surface created using the Bianchi Permutability Theorem 
The common focal locus is the degenerate line and the two congruences have invariants a = 1, b = 
(the pseudosphere) and ii = 5, 6 = j (a Dini surface). The views use the following sets c 
parameters. For the first view, r E (-7,3),x E (-$r, --in). The second view has 5 E (-6,4 
t E (-517, in). The thiid view has T E (-5,5), I E (-5~7, $17). The views overlap. 
Figure 5.7. These are the fourth and fifth views of the saute surface. The fourth view 
has t E (-4,6) and t E (-ix, $rc). The fifth view has t E (-3,7) and t E (ix, g7c). 
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Figure 5.8. These are three views of another surface created from the Bianchi Permutability Theorem. 
The two congruences used have a common focal loci of the degenerate line. The invariants of the 
first congruence are 0 = g. h = &, and for the second one. C = zq h = 6. These are both Dini 
surfaces. The parameterizations are the same as those in Figure 5.7:. 
Figure 5.9. These are the fourth and fifth views of the above surface with 
the same parametrizations as in Figure 5.8. 
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